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LIFE
SIMPLIFIED
The Gorenje brand is present in more than 90 markets
in the world where it’s become known for its innovative,
carefully designed and highly practical home appliances.
For 65 years Gorenje products have provided reliable,
useful solutions that can make household chores easier,
less complicated, and more pleasant.

WHY CHOOSE GORENJE?
One of Europe’s leading manufacturers.
P Time and energy saving innovations
P Multi award-winning collections
P Range of advanced appliances
P Premium design and technology
P Unrivalled 2-year parts and labour guarantee
P Fully supported by aftersales service
Discover more at euro-line-appliances.com

HOW EXACTLY
DO I PRONOUNCE
“GORENJE”?
Good question.
We have had many interesting ways of
pronouncing our name, but the correct way is

‘Gor – enn - ya’.

FROM THE
HEART OF EUROPE
Gorenje Group started in 1950 making stoves in a
workshop in the village of Gorenje, Slovenia. They quickly
expanded into a factory and moved their headquarters to
Velenje. Gorenje has become a leading European home
appliance manufacturer.

QUALITY AND TRADITION
Gorenje has been producing high-quality home appliances for over
60 years. It is committed to the research and development and
continuous technological improvement to its production processes.
Drawing on Slovenian tradition and European values, Gorenje
remains among the leading home appliance manufacturers in
Europe. We are proud of every product that leaves our factories as
we are aware that it was produced and tested to meet the stringent
European environmental protection standards.
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GORENJE DISHWASHERS

The perfect result, smart solutions, excellent user experience
SmartFlex dishwashers draw inspiration from the contemporary lifestyle. Since our
everyday life can be very dynamic, we have created a generation of dishwashers
which help relieve you through its many advanced features.

Stainless steel
interior makes
maintenance easier

From euro-line-appliances.com
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A PERSONAL
WASHER FOR
SHINY DISHES
Dishwashers

Cooking and dining with family or friends is the pleasant part;
doing the dishes – not so much. Gorenje dishwashers will help
you with this tedious chore, leaving you with more time for more
pleasant things in life. The dishes will be spotlessly clean even
when food residue is dried and stubborn. The interior is
conveniently laid out to allow space for washing larger amounts
of dishes. Needless to say, Gorenje dishwashers are also
friendly to the environment.
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Adjustable baskets
Room for all shapes and sizes

Upper and lower baskets are adjustable to accommodate dishes of all shapes and sizes. The plate rack in the lower basket, on select
models, can be folded to allow more space for larger items. The lower basket, on select models, also holds a special cutlery basket. The
height of the upper basket is adjustable and it is also suitable for washing of delicate stemware.

16-place settings

Enough space for all your dishes
SmartFlex dishwashers provide enough
space for all your needs. The three baskets
can wash dishes and utensils, for up to
16 place settings at once. Purely flexible
interior provides a wide variety of options,
ease of use and perfect cleaning results.
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Self-cleaning filter
No clogging

The automatic filter cleaning system
washes out the food residues to prevent
the filter from clogging, and thereby also
any problems or errors.

MultiClack system
Adjusted to every single pot

Upper basket height can be set to
several levels. This is a simple solution
for washing larger pots, pans, plates
or glasses.
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Stainless steel interior
Lasts longer and is easy to clean

Tub is made entirely of stainless steel, whose great advantage is reflected in the increased life expectancy and an extraordinary
resistance to high temperatures.

Long utensils

No dropping through the baskets

Advanced models feature a special
support in the upper basket to
accommodate long utensils.
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Automatic
programme

QuickWash
function

Party for two or twelve – the
dishes will be spotlessly clean

Clean dishes in half the time

This programme is intended for
daily washing. Sensors control the
cleanliness of water to make sure the
dishes are cleaned with optimum use
of water, energy and time.

This function will automatically
adjust the temperature and amount
of water to deliver optimum cleaning
and drying results in the shortest
possible time.
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Gorenje has been producing high-quality home appliances for over 60 years. It
is committed to the research and development and continuous technological
improvement to its production processes. Drawing on Slovenian tradition and
European values, Gorenje remains among the leading home appliance manufacturers
in Europe. We are proud of every product that leaves our factories as we are aware
that it was produced and tested to meet the stringent European environment
protection standards.

Gorenje has been producing high-quality home appliances for over 60 years. It
is committed to the research and development and continuous technological
improvement to its production processes. Drawing on Slovenian tradition and
European values, Gorenje remains among the leading home appliance manufacturers
in Europe. We are proud of every product that leaves our factories as we are aware
that it was produced and tested to meet the stringent European environment
protection standards.
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European
quality

veriﬁed by

S I N C E

1 9 5 0

GV 67261 XXL

Superior Line

Integrated dishwasher

A

Energy
Class

A

2 YEAR
GUARANTEE

QUALITY
AND
TRADITION

5 YEAR
GUARANTEE

QUALITY
AND
TRADITION

veriﬁed by

GV 65160 XXL

Advanced Line

Integrated dishwasher
Washing
Efficiency

A

Drying
Efficiency

60.4
cm

Requires custom panel, sliding door

A

Energy
Class

A

Washing
Efficiency

A

Drying
Efficiency

59.7
cm

Requires custom panel, door-on-door

Efficiency

- Cold water fill
- Inverter PowerDrive motor

- Cold water fill
- Asynchronous motor

Control

- Selected programme indicator
- Touch control
- On/off indicator

- Selected programme indicator
- Control buttons
- On/off indicator

Programmes

- Wash temperature settings: 35, 45, 55, 65, 700 C
- 5 programmes: Automatic programme, Intensive programme,
Normal wash, Quick programme, Rinsing
- Reference programmes: 3
- Features: Quick Intensive programme, Dishwasher Tab Settings

- Wash temperature settings: 35, 45, 55, 65, 700 C
- 5 programmes: Automatic programme, Intensive programme,
Normal wash, Quick programme, Rinsing
- Reference programmes: 3
- Features: Quick Intensive programme, Dishwasher Tab Settings

Features

- SpaceDeluxe: 16-place settings
- Function 3 in 1
- Selected programme indicator
- Visual indicator for wash finish on floor (status light)
- Beep signal for the end of washing cycle
- Time remaining indicator
- Extra hygiene
- LED interior lighting
- Total dry/auto door opening
- Ion tech
- Self-cleaning programme
- Water cleanliness
- Auto programme
- Speed wash

- 13-place settings
- Function 3 in 1
- Selected programme indicator
- Visual indicator for wash finish on control panel
- Beep signal for the end of washing cycle
- Water cleanliness
- Auto programme
- Speed wash
- Half load
- Extra drying

UseLogic technology

- Variable start delay up to 24 hours

- Variable start delay up to 24 hours

Equipment

- Number of baskets: 3
- Variable top basket for cutlery
- Upper basket system: MultiClack system
- Foldable bottom plate baskets
- Number of water jet levels: 5
- Number of spray arms: 3
- Self-cleaning filter
- Upper basket features: Wide mesh base, Handle, Right and left
foldable wineglass shelves, Wide knife stand, foldable glass support
- Lower basket features: Wide mesh base, Handle,
Foldable/divisible rear tines
- Top cutlery tray: Telescopic rails, Handle

- Number of baskets: 2
- Upper basket system: Manual
- Basket with handle
- Number of water jet levels: 4
- Number of spray arms: 2
- Self-cleaning filter
- Upper basket features: Wide mesh base, Left foldable wineglass shelf,
Fixed tines, Fixed glass support
- Lower basket features: Wide mesh base, Fixed tines, Cutlery basket

Safety
and durability

- Service diagnostics
- Stainless steel tub

- Service diagnostics
- Stainless steel tub

Consumption
data
(IEC standard
EN 50242)

- Water consumption: 13 L
- Energy consumption - normal programme: 0.87 kWh
- Energy consumption kWh/year: 199 kWh
- Estimated annual water consumption: 1,932 L

- Water consumption: 13 L
- Energy consumption - normal programme: 0.87 kWh
- Energy consumption kWh/year: 199 kWh
- Estimated annual water consumption: 2,660 L

Technical data

- Height setting: 50 mm
- Level of noise (max.): 42 dB(A)re 1 pW
- Product dimensions: (HxWxD): 85.7 × 60.4 × 55.6 cm
- Dishwasher cutout: (HxWxD): 86 × 61 × 61 cm
- EAN code: 3838782039492

- Height setting: 50 mm
- Level of noise (max.): 44 dB(A)re 1 pW
- Product dimensions: (HxWxD): 85.7 × 60.4 × 55.6 cm
- Dishwasher cutout: (HxWxD): 86 × 61 × 61 cm
- EAN code: 3838782038020
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DISHWASHERS

Delayed start
Some dishwasher models allow delaying the start of the wash
by up to 24 hours. This allows you to take advantage of the
lower electricity rates.

Economical use of water
Gorenje dishwashers use up to 40% less water than the
conventional models. High-end models only use 13 litres with
the Eco programme.

A

Low-power consumption

Thanks to the new engine Inverter PowerDrive, optimized
software and intelligent solutions, such as TotalDry, Gorenje
dishwashers combine the full results of washing and drying with
very low energy consumption.

Stainless steel interior
Dishwasher interior is made of stainless steel, which makes
maintenance easier and useful life longer.

SpeedWash
Imagine throwing a dinner party and the dishes from the main
course are cleaned in the time it takes to serve dessert. A quick
20 min programme with the SpeedWash function will do your
dishes in only 20 minutes. Perfect for handling the volume of
dishes created by having multiple guests in the house.

TotalDry
Patented solution in the best dishwasher models makes sure the
dishes are thoroughly dry and perfectly shining. After the wash,
the dishwasher door automatically opens just enough to let the
excess steam escape. Thus, the dishes will be completely dry
and cool, ready to be stored in the cupboards.

Self-cleaning filter
The automatic filter cleaning system washes out the food
residues to prevent the filter from clogging, and thereby also any
problems or errors.
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		ExtremeSilence
Advanced dishwasher model is no louder than a quiet chat.
Their nominal noise levels is 42 dB.

ExtraHygiene
This programme includes an additional rinse with cool water,
followed by an extended wash with hot water at 70 0 C to eliminate
99.9% of all bacteria.

3 in 1
Simply by activating the “3 in 1” function, your dishwasher will
automatically adjust the washing cycle to 3 in 1 tablet and omit
using the rinse aid, making this function highly convenient. If you
are using powder or gel detergent, the rinse aid is released to allow
optimum dishwashing results and perfect shine.

IonTech
Everyone is familiar with the bad smell that comes from a
half-loaded dishwasher that has been loaded for a few days.
The advanced IonTech technology built into Gorenje dishwashers
operates on the principle of the natural process of ionization,
which eliminates odours and keeps your dishwasher fresh, even
when it is full of dirty dishes.

Adjustable baskets
The baskets are equipped with highlighted movable elements
and a customizable basket layout for easy loading. The truly
simple three level basket adjustment system allows you to fit even
the biggest pots and plates. The plate rack in the lower basket
can be easily folded to allow more space for larger items. Cutlery
can be perfectly organized on a special tray. The cutlery pieces
are positioned separately so that they do not scratch and can dry
out perfectly. Every detail is carefully designed so that the handling
is as easy as possible.

Water cleanliness sensor
Water quality sensor controls the cleanliness of water until it is
perfectly clean. This considerably decreases water consumption
when washing lightly soiled dishes, while still washing them
thoroughly.
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DISHWASHERS

TotalDry

Automatic opening of the door after the washing
At the end of the wash, the dishwasher door is automatically opened slightly, just enough to evaporate the excess steam.
This allows fresh air to the tub, so all kitchen utensils, including plastic, are completely dry. An excellent solution for fast drying
with low-energy consumption.

SmartFlex
Ideal for your job

Each of our products is the result of the philosophy
“simplified life” and this also applies to the new generation
of dishwashers. They are appliances that will be fully
captured by your lifestyle. Flexibility. Adapting individuality.
Functionality. Delight with an abundance of features for
more time to enjoy the important things in life.
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SmartControl

Transparent and easy to manage
Managing your dishwasher has never been easier. All
controls are ergonomically arranged, the operation is
simple and is carried out in steps from left to right.
All models have a white LED display, advanced versions
with touch control.
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Water consumption: 13 L
Save time and water

Hand washing the dishes for a 12–place setting can use up to 100 litres of water. Gorenje dishwashers use much less, reducing
the water consumption to only 13 litres per cycle.

Supersilent
Quiet operation

Quietest dishwashers operate at 42 dB. Gorenje achieved
this through special sound insulation, efficient motors,
high-quality materials and innovative solutions in a
washing system.
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Inverter PowerDrive engine
Enormous power, high efficiency

The new extremely powerful brushless Inverter PowerDrive
motor operates at a controlled rate, providing an excellent
and much quieter operation, low power consumption and
longer life.
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871 Cranberry Court, Oakville, ON L6L 6J7 Canada
905 829 3980 • 1 800 421 6332
101-1014 Homer Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 2W9 Canada
604 235 3980 • 1 855 ELA WEST (352 9378)

The data indicated in this brochure is subject to change without prior notice. For latest information on products or services, contact our sales office.
*Not every model available in Canada, European models shown. Euro-Parts is your authorized parts and service provider for Gorenje after-sales support.
For assistance please call 1.800.678.8352 or contact service@euro-parts.ca
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